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The O(n2) resource requirement (where n is the alignment length) means the 
algorithm is too slow for searches on a database scale i.e. in very large search spaces. 
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Some computational strategies absolutely require genome-wide searches: e.g. the 
computational definition of orthologues, or compiling evolutionary conservation 
patterns. 
 
The tight integration of search capacity with database holdings is the key to the 
utility of the data. Investments in sequencing only pay off when the sequences are 
easily accessible! 
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BLAST was developed as a heuristic alternative to exact alignment, looking for a 
way to compute fast, repeated searches in large search spaces much more efficiently 
than what is possible with optimal pairwise alignments. The strategy is to pre-
compute similarities and then piece a match together from quickly retrieved partial 
matches. 
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The enormous speed-up of BLAST is due to its use of an indexed table of database 
"words". The index is a list of positions at which each word occurs in the database. 
Using an index, it is very easy to examine every occurrence of a word in the database 
and try to extend the word match on both sides with additional similar sequence. 
The extension does not introduce gaps, because this is faster, but also because the 
statistics of ungapped alignments are tractable! The final step is the assembly of 
significant hits into longer alignments.  
 
Note that BLAST is heuristic, not optimal and that it is a local, not global 
alignment algorithm. 
 
See also: Altschul et al. (1990): http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2231712 
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The BLAST home page offers a number of different BLAST flavours. 
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blastn and blastp search for data in nucleotide and protein databases, respectively. 
blastx starts from a nucleotide sequence, translates it in all six reading frames, and 
searches all six peptide sequences gainst a protein database. This is useful to discover 
translated sequence in unannotated DNA sequence (6 translated subject sequences). 
tblastn searches for a specific protein sequence in all six reading frames of a DNA 
sequence, such as an unannotated genome (6 translated queries). 
tblastx compares two DNA sequences by aligning all six open reading frames 
against each other (36 alignments). This is useful to detect homology in unannotated 
DNA sequences that are so far diverged that DNA comparisons don’t yield 
statistically significant similarities. The strategy exploits the fact that protein 
sequence is much more highly conserved than DNA sequence. 
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Extensive help is available (and should be read!) for each of the options. Take the 
time to read the Web BLAST options document1 and be sure to understand 
how to format input, what databases are available and how the choice of database 
influences the results. If you are not confident with the document, ask on the course 
list. 
If there is no well-understood reason to do otherwise, use refseq protein as your 
database of first choice. If you are specifically looking for structural annotations, use 
the PDB sequences. 
 
The Help page contains detailed guides to the search interface and the report 
output! 
 
1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/blastcgihelp.shtml 
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BLAST parameters: algorithm 
 
Be sure to understand the choices and their consequences for Composition-based 
statistics1 and for Filtering and Masking segments of low complexity in your 
query. Filtering is an important option to consider especially for PSI-BLAST 
searches! 
 
1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/blastcgihelp.shtml#compositional_adjustments 
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/blastcgihelp.shtml#filter 
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Each Blast hit represents an alignment that can contain one or more HSPs (High 
Scoring Segment Pairs). Note: If a hit is followed by a second hit and no new GI 
number, it identifies a second region of similarity in the same sequence. 
Remeber that BLAST is a local alignment algorithm. If two sequences are 
homologous over their whole length, but there are regions of sequence that separate 
conserved domains that cannot be well aligned, BLAST will return separate 
alignments to the domains. These are sorted by the E value of the better match in 
the list of outputs. 
In Mbp1 homologues we see this frequently – the APSES domain and the ankyrin 
domains often give rise to such separated blocks of alignment. 
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Normally scores depend on the scoring matrix that was used and can't be compared 
between different matrices and after applying different gap penalties. However the 
NCBI matrices have been normalized in bits, thus the scores between alignments 
with different matrices can be compared, (this is not generally the case with other 
matrices). In addition the percentage of Identical and similar (“positives”) residues 
and the gap fraction are given.  
%-Identities and gap fraction are often used to conclude whether two sequences are 
homologous, the percentage of positives is not usually used since it depends on the 
matrix. 
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The E-value is a statistically well founded metric that allows us to conclude the likelihood of 
a spurious alignment. Computing E-values is possible for HSPs since the statistics of gap-less 
alignments are analytically tractable, whereas gapped alignments have no theoretical 
description of the distribution of expected scores. 
Note that E-values do not represent an assertion about the retrieved sequence, but an 
assertion about the score and its relation to the expected distribution of scores. Or, to 
rephrase this, a  large E-value does not mean that your hit is not a homologue, but it means 
that an irrelevant sequence has a a high chance of having just as high a score due to chance 
similarities. To repeat: a large E-value does not mean your hit is not a homologue. However 
a small E-value does indeed mean that a chance alignment is unlikely. 
It is important to realize that the E-value depends on the database size. Obviously, you 
would expect randomly high-scoring hits more often in a large database than in a small one. 
Thus an alignment with the same score will have  a smaller E-value when searched 
against a specific genome than if you search it against the entire “nr” dataset of GenBank. 
More detail in the NCBI tutorial “The Statistics of Sequence Similarity Scores”.  
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/tutorial/Altschul-1.html) 
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In the example above, the BLAST search of a pea defensin - PDB structure 1JKZ - 
achieved an E-value of only 6.7.   
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 However the hit that was retrieved: 
•  is annotated as an arabidopsis defensin; 
•  has 30% identity over the entire domain, albeit the domain is small; 
•  requires only one single gap for alignment;  and  
•  has each and every single cysteine conserved, when compared to the 

query! 
 

 Each of these additional observations alone could have led you to conclude 
homology. It should be obvious for example that the aligned cysteines are 
extremely unlikely to be due to a random similarity of unrelated sequences! The 
large E-value is primarily due to the fact that the protein sequences are quite 
short. 
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How can there be too many hits, when lots-of-hits is what you are looking for? Either 
you find redundant sequences or trivially similar sequences that are obscuring the 
rare, interesting similarities you are looking for (GFP or other fusion proteins and 
ankyrin domains come to mind, for example), or you are searching in a database 
section that contains redundant sequences. 
Note that restricting by organism does not restrict the search, but only the list of 
results that are being reported. The search takes just as long. Only the specialized 
genome search pages and some non-NCBI databases of model-organism genome 
projects offer BLAST searches on reduced datasets. These searches are faster. 
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How many genes have no homologues? That depends. Unknown genes (or "ORFans") 
may comprise a significant (albeit diminishing) fraction of genomes.  
In general, between 10 and 30% of sequences may fall into this category and it is 
likely that even the most closely related species have sequences that are unique. 
See Siew&Fischer (2003)1and a discussion of the role of viral horizontal gene transfer 
in ORFans by Yin and Fischer (2006)2 
 
 
 
1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12517334 
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16914045 
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Not surprisingly, the more information you can add to your query, the more sensitive 
your search can become.  
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